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Abstract
We present a different perspective on the machine translation
problem that relies upon continuous-space probabilistic models
for words and phrases. Within this perspective we propose a
method called Tied-Mixture Machine Translation (TMMT) that
uses a trainable parametric model employing Gaussian mixture
probability density functions to represent word- and phrase–
pairs. In the new perspective, machine translation is treated
in the same way as acoustic modeling in speech recognition.
This new treatment carries several potential advantages that
may improve state-of-the-art machine translation systems, in-
cluding better generalization to unseen events; adaptation to
new domains, languages, genres, and speakers via methods
such as Maximum-Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR); and
improved discrimination through discriminative training meth-
ods such as Maximum Mutual Information Estimation (MMIE).
Our goal in this paper, however, is to introduce the new ap-
proach and demonstrate its viability, leaving investigation of
some of the potential advantages to future work. To this end,
we report some preliminary experiments demonstrating the vi-
ability of the proposed method.
Index Terms: machine translation, continuous space, tied–
mixture.

1. Introduction
In phrase–based Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) systems
estimates of conditional phrase translation probabilities are the
major source of translation knowledge. The state-of-the-art
SMT systems use maximum-likelihood estimation from relative
frequencies to obtain conditional probabilities [3]. In spite of its
success, translation models (phrase tables) suffer from four ma-
jor drawbacks that we refer to here as 1) overtraining 2) lack of
generalization, 3) lack of adaptation and 4) lack of discrimina-
tion.

Typically, the phrase translation table contains millions of
entries, and phrases of up to tens of words. The empirical distri-
butions overfit the training corpus and suffer from data sparse-
ness. For example, phrase pairs that occur only once in the
corpus, are assigned conditional probability of 1, higher than
the probabilities of pairs that are observed far more frequently
in the data. Using lexicon weights [3] as additional features
provides some relief to the over–estimation problem.

The generalization problem arises because global con-
straints, such as long-term semantic dependencies, are not han-
dled within SMT. We believe the proposed method will help
modeling semantic dependencies both within and across the
languages.

To date, the problem of adaptation (e.g., to a new domain,
language, genre or speaker) has not been addressed at all be-
cause the large, unstructured nature of a phrase translation ta-
ble precludes most adaptation techniques. This is in contrast to

adapting acoustic models in speech recognition, where a large
model can be efficiently adapted using a small amount of data.
This is primarily achieved by exploiting the inherent structure
(several thousand context dependent states are shared by all the
words in the dictionary) in the model by techniques like maxi-
mum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) [7].

Finally, the probabilities of the phrase translation pairs are
estimated based on empirical counts. However, discriminatively
estimating phrase pair probabilities is expected to improve the
overall system performance. The new formulation of machine
translation in continuous space allows using such techniques as
Minimum Phone Error (MPE) [8] training to discriminatively
estimate phrase–pair probabilities.

2. Modeling in Continuous Space
The proposed method begins with transforming the machine
translation problem into a continuous parameter space with a
well defined notion of similarity. That is, certain word/phrases
are closer to each other than other words/phrases. The principle
of working in a continuous space for estimating phrase transla-
tion probabilities is new. However, a similar idea for estimating
language model probabilities in continuous space was proposed
in several recent studies [4, 5].

There are many ways that discrete words and phrases may
be mapped into a continuous space. The approach we take is
based on Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), and begins with the
creation of a word-pair co-occurrence matrix. (In principle, a
phrase–pair co-occurrence matrix could also be used, though
we have not yet tested this approach.) A word-pair consists of
a source language word and a target language word. We deter-
mine the word-pairs based on the word alignment between sen-
tence pairs. Next, all the word-pair counts are accumulated for
the entire corpus and used to fill in the entries of a co-occurrence
matrix, C, where C(fi, ej) denotes the counts for which fi co-
occurs (likely translations) with ej . The rows of this matrix are
the source language words and the columns are the target lan-
guage words. This is a large but very sparse matrix, since many
source language words co-occurs (aligns) with a small number
of target language words. Because of its large size and spar-
sity, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a natural choice
for reducing the dimensionality of this matrix.

The co-occurrence matrices typically contain a small num-
ber of high frequency events and a large number of less frequent
events. Since SVD derives a compact approximation of the co-
occurrence matrix that is optimal in the least–square sense, it
best models these high-frequency events, which may not be the
most informative events. Therefore, the entries of a word-pair
co-occurrence matrix are normalized according to the following
expression:

Ĉ(fi, ej) =
C(fi, ej)

nj + 1
(1)
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where nj is the total number of target language words (token
count) that ej is paired-up. Following the notation presented
in [1] we proceed to perform the SVD as follows:

Ĉ ≈ USV T (2)

where U is a left singular matrix with row vectors ui (1 ≤ i ≤
M) and dimension M × R. S is a diagonal matrix of singular
values with dimension R×R. V is a right singular matrix with
row vectors vj (1 ≤ j ≤ N) and dimension N × R. R is
the order of the decomposition and R � min(M,N). M and
N are the vocabulary sizes of the target and source languages,
respectively.

The continuous space for the target language words is de-
fined as the space spanned by the column vectors of AM×R =
US. Similarly, the continuous space for the source language
words are defined as the space spanned by the row vectors of
BR×N = SV T . Here, each of the scaled vectors (by S) in
the columns of A and rows of B are called latent word vectors,
uniquely associated with target and source words, respectively.
Now, a source language word ej (1 ≤ j ≤ M ) is represented
as a vector of dimension M × 1, where the jth entry of ej is
1 and the remaining ones are zero. This vector is mapped to a
lower dimensional vector êj by:

êj = AT ej (3)

where êj has dimension of R×1. Similarly, the target language
word fi (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) is mapped to a lower dimensional vector
f̂i by:

f̂i = Bfi (4)

where f̂i has dimension of R × 1. Next, a parametric trainable
model in continuous space is presented.

3. Tied–Mixture Modeling
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have been extensively used
virtually in all aspects of speech and language processing.
In speech recognition area Continuous–Density HMMs (CD–
HMMs) have been the standard for modeling speech signals,
where several thousand context-dependent states have their own
Gaussian density functions to model different speech sounds.
Typically, speech data have hundreds of millions of frames,
which are sufficient to robustly estimate the model parameters.
The amount of data for machine translation is orders of magni-
tude less than that. Tied-Mixture Hidden Markov Models (TM-
HMMs) [2, 11] have a better decoupling between the number of
Gaussians and the number of states compared to CD–HMMs.
The TM-HMM is useful for modeling word/phrase translation
pairs because it allows one to choose the number of Gaussian
densities and the number of mixture weights independently.
Much more data is required to reliably estimate Gaussian den-
sities than to estimate mixture weights. Moreover, using a sepa-
rate HMM for each word pair as in the case of Gaussian Mixture
Models (GMMs) results in estimation problems for the model
parameters as typically each word–pair does not have hundreds
of examples.

Let p(ej ,fi)(o), represent the probability of state (ej , fi) for
the observation o in continuous space. The state (ej , fi) repre-
sents translating fi to ej or ej to fi. TM–HMMs use a Gaussian
mixture probability density functions per state in which a single
set of Gaussians is shared among all states:

p(e,f)(o) =
X

k

w(e,f),kNk(o) (5)
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Figure 1: Machine Translation Training and Decoding in Con-
tinuous Space.

where (e, f) is the state, Nk is the kth Gaussian, and o is the ob-
servation vector. In the TM-HMM topology each state models a
word-pair and they all share the same set of Gaussian densities.
However, each state has a specific set of mixture weights asso-
ciated with them. Like CD–HMMs, the TM-HMM parameters
are estimated with Baum-Welch algorithm.

4. Word–Based Translation in Continuous
Space

Let (E,F ) denote the source and target language pairs com-
posed of the set of the parallel sentences that the system has to
translate. The task of the machine translation is the following.
Given an observation sequence X corresponding to a pair of
source language sentence (given) WE and some unknown target
sentence WF , output the sentence ŴF that “best” accounts for
the observation sequence. Let P (WF | WE ,X) be the proba-
bility that the sentence WF is indeed the true translation, given
that the observation sequence X has been observed. Then, Us-
ing the Maximum Likelihood criterion, the translation system
should pick the sentence such that:

Pr(ŴF ) = max
WF

Pr(WF | WE ,X) (6)

where (WE ,WF ) denotes the sentence pairs. The training
process in continuous space is described in the upper part of
Fig. 1. The first three blocks are described in detail in the pre-
vious sections. After mapping the source and target language
words into the continuous space, the source and target latent
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word vectors are concatenated to generate a word-pair vector.
The sequence of word-pair vectors constitute X given in Eqn. 6.
The necessary inputs for training speech recognition acoustic
models are the feature sequence, transcriptions and the dictio-
nary containing the pronunciations of each word in the vocab-
ulary. In the word–based TMMT models, word–pair sequences
are considered as the transcriptions. The dictionary is composed
of word–pairs. It is possible to cluster words or word pairs to en-
sure robust parameter estimation, but we have not yet explored
this option. The actual features that the TM–HMM models are
trained on are obtained by an LDA+MLLT transformation on
the concatenated raw features, which tend to have large dimen-
sions (2×R) compared to the LDA transformed features.

5. Phrase–Based Translation in Continuous
Space

In a word–based system the dictionary contains unique word–
pairs. Going from word–based translation to phrase–based
translation requires updating the dictionary with the phrase–
pairs and their corresponding “pronunciations” in terms of the
word–pairs. For example, if the English phrase his age aligns to
the Persian phrase bh snS xyly. The corresponding entry in the
dictionary would be:

[his age | bh snS xyly] NULLsrc–bh his–snS age–xyly

Note that the Persian text is romanized. This phrase–pair has
three word–pairs; NULLsrc–bh, his–snS and age–xyly. Note
that, there are also NULL words both on the source (NULLsrc)
and target side (NULLtar) that consume words, which are not
aligned to any other words. If the phrase–pair has multiple word
alignments, each of these alignments is considered as different
“pronunciations” and are added to the dictionary.

Note that there is no book-keeping about the phrases with
regards to the sentence pairs that they are coming from. The
phrase–pairs are generated by a forced alignment of the parallel
sentences in the training data, where as many successful align-
ments as possible are generated. This information is needed for
the phrase–based TMMT.

6. SMT System
The baseline SMT system training starts with a collection of
parallel sentences. Ten iterations of IBM Model-1 followed
by five iterations of word-to-word HMM are trained. Models
of two translation directions, from English to Persian and from
Persian to English, are trained simultaneously for both Model-1
and HMM. After HMM word alignment models are trained, a
Viterbi word alignment is performed in two directions indepen-
dently. By combining word alignments in two directions using
heuristics [10], a single set of static word alignments is then
formed. Phrase translation candidates are derived from word
alignments. All phrase pairs with respect to the word align-
ment boundary constraint are identified and pooled together to
build phrase translation tables in two directions with the maxi-
mum likelihood criterion with pruning. The maximum number
of words in Persian phrases is set to 5. The translation engine is
a phrase–based multi-stack implementation of log-linear mod-
els similar to Pharaoh [3]. Like most other maximum entropy
based translation engines, active features in our decoder include
translation models in two directions, IBM Model-1 style lexicon
weights, language model, distortion model, and sentence length
penalty.

7. Experimental Results
We used a parallel corpus of 110K utterance pairs collected
for English/Persian speech-to-speech translation project in the
medical/military domain. The Persian side of the corpus has
26K unique morphemes and the English side has 14K words.
TMMT is applied in English → Persian direction. A statistical
trigram language model with Modified Knesser-Ney smoothing
is built for SMT decoding. First, the translation parameters are
tuned using the downhill simplex method [9] on a development
set. Both development set and test set has about 600 utterances.
The translation performance is measured by the BLEU score [6]
with one reference for each hypothesis. In order to evaluate the
performance of TMMT models, a translation N-best list (N=20)
is generated using the baseline system. The tuned weights are
fixed when TMMT models are used on the test data.

The number of Gaussians in the TM–HMM is set to 500
with the feature dimensions of 250 for the raw features and
70 for the LDA+MLLT features. In Table 1 the word–based
TMMT is compared to a phrase–based standard machine trans-
lation system with limited phrase length. In fact, a direct com-
parison would require comparing TMMT to a word–based sys-
tem. However, the performance of the standard word–based
model was just too bad to draw any conclusions about the per-
formance of the word–based TMMT models. In the upper part
of Table 1 the phrase length for the baseline standard system
is limited to 2 for both source and target phrases. The first
row shows whether the phrase translation scores are helpful at
all. Phrase translation scores are of course known to help the
translation performance for the standard system but this needs
to be verified for the TMMT scores. Removing the transla-
tion scores (for both directions) from the Nbest list and then
rescoring with the remaining features, as expected, degrades the
performance by about 2 points compared to baseline number
given in the second row. Replacing the translation scores by the
TMMT score slightly improves the baseline number to 17.59.
This result shows that TMMT scores are at least as informative
as the baseline phrase translation scores. However, adding the
TMMT score as an additional feature improves the performance
by about 1.3 point to 18.90.

In the lower part of the table we report on the initial exper-
iments with the phrase–based TMMT scores using a baseline
system with large phrase lengths. The phrase length is set to
5 on the Persian side and to 8 on the English side. Again the
first row in the lower part of the table denotes the translation
performance without the phrase translation scores. Compared
to the baseline figure in the following row the result degrade
by about 1.7 points. Replacing the phrase translation scores
with the phrase–based TMMT score helps but it does not per-
form as well as the phrase translation scores. However, adding
phrase–based TMMT scores as an additional feature improves
the baseline figure by about 0.6 points to 23.81. We believe that
the phrase–based TMMT scores do not perform as well as the
phrase–based scores due to the lack of coverage of the phrase
pairs in the TMMT training data. Currently, 76% of the phrases
in the phrase table are covered. The remaining phrase–pairs are
treated as unknown and assigned a fixed unknown phrase–pair
score.

8. Conclusions and Future Work
We presented a new perspective to the machine translation prob-
lem and proposed Tied-Mixture Machine Translation (TMMT)
method within this perspective. The proposed method performs
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Table 1: Nbest list rescoring of SMT outputs with TMMT–
based translation scores. GaussN=500, SVD-dim= 250, LDA-
dim=70.

English → Persian
WORD–BASED TMMT BLEU

Baseline (without phrase–pair scores) 0.1538
Baseline (phrase-length 2/2) 0.1743

TMMT (without phrase–pair scores) 0.1759
Baseline + TMMT 0.1890

PHRASE–BASED TMMT
Baseline (without phrase–pair scores) 0.2167

Baseline (phrase-length 5/20) 0.2326
TMMT (without phrase–pair scores) 0.2233

Baseline + TMMT 0.2381

the machine translation in the continuous parameter space. The
new formulation allowed using off-the-shelf speech recognition
acoustic model training tools for training parametric phrase ta-
bles. Our initial experimental results validated the viability of
the proposed approach with encouraging results.

There are a number of outstanding issues with the proposed
method that require a closer look. One is the phrase–pair cover-
age. We are currently experimenting with ways to increase the
phrase–pair coverage. Clustering/tying of the rarely observed
events to achieve robust parameter estimation both for the SVD
and TM-HMM is another area that will be investigated. TMMT
is used for joint modeling of source and target words/phrases
and hence can be used for translations in both directions. How-
ever, one could build a direction specific TMMT model, where
the states are the source(target) language words and they emit
feature vectors, which are the latent target(source) language
words. In this case standard speech recognition decoder can
be used for machine translation. In fact, we are in the process
of building these models. Once we realize the full potential of
the baseline maximum likelihood TMMT model, then we will
look at the discriminative training methods such as MPE [8] to
further improve the translation model or adaptation to new do-
mains using MLLR [7].
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